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Onshoring Opportunities:
A new trend could lead to a
vibrant construction market
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Why Metal Buildings?
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Another common problem occurs when
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Design your BIZ-Function Chart
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Delegate or die!
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Don’t hire cheap and
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Why Not?

experienced manager with a strong resume, so
they can delegate a small part of their kingdom.

• Find Work–Business Development

deciding what you want to do, don’t want to do, and

structural flexibility. The building manufacturer

While preparing this article, our country was
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Why Onshore?
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are in a major transformational period, consider the
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markets. The labor may be cheaper, but what do
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time after the building is complete and in use.
The strength of steel cannot be overlooked;
steel adds stability, fire resistance and durability

These poor decisions won’t help companies

Who’s accountable and responsible
to get things done?

build profitable, growing companies. To request
your free copy of “Profit 101 For Contractors,” sign
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After your BIZ-Function Chart is completed, the
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